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For The Healthy Individual
}   Includes a standardized guided process with a Qualified Healthcare  

Professional to create your safety statement.
}    2 Copies of the Identification Cards. 
   To be kept with vital information such as insurance cards or driver’s licenses.

For Individuals with Multiple Medical Problems  
or Ages 60 & Above
}   Includes a guided process and detailed healthcare evaluation  

with a Board Certified Physician to create your safety statement.
}    2 Copies of the Identification Cards. 
   To be kept with vital information such as insurance cards or driver’s licenses.

ESSENTIAL PACKAGE

VITAL PACKAGE

PROBLEMS THAT  
MAY OCCUR WHEN 
HOSPITALIZED:
}   You are unable to communicate for  

yourself, and hospital staff may administer 
treatment that could be inconsistent with 
your choices or wishes.

}   Paper documents my not be available  
or are difficult to interpret, particularly 
when a healthcare decision must be  
made immediately.

}   Hospital staff do not know you, or understand 
your healthcare choices. In addition, your 
personal doctor is not available.

}   It is imperative that the hospital staff get  
it right for you. This is a life or death situation 
and not a time for guesswork. 

VIDEO DIRECTIVES 24/7 
SOLUTION FOR YOU:
}   Personal prerecorded and validated resuscitation 

choices contained on your MIDEOTM medical ID card.

}   Critical health care information for healthcare  
providers located on the front of your MIDEOTM  
card (My Informed Decision on Video).

Medical healthcare providers can  
scan this code on your MIDEOTM Card with  
any smart phone to access your  
personal resuscitation  choices video  
within seconds.

DEMONSTRATION  PURPOSES ONLY

For Individuals (e.g.: those with cancer)  
Who Require Navigation Through the Complex 
Medical System Who Have Specific Goals to  
Be Achieved

}   Includes the Vital Package, but also includes a designated  
Concierge Physician Advocate who will be available to assist  
and provide guidance 24 hours a day.

VIP HEALTHCARE 
CONCIERGE ADVOCATE

Our mission is simple: to ensure patient  
safety, and make individual patient choices  
and wishes clearly understood. 
By creating your personal MIDEOTM Card (My Informed Decision on Video), we make it easy 
and fast for medical professionals to GET IT RIGHT for you.

By providing an accurate, up-to-date, easy to review video of the actual patient or 
healthcare agent speaking, your personal MIDEOTM Card can accurately allow your wishes 
and choices to be carried out correctly by medical professionals. 

MIDEOTM Resuscitation Card (v)HCA

Ersilia Mirarchi
Code Status: Full Code

Organ Donation: Yes  DOB: 01/01/1935

Living Will: Law Firm (814) 392-5559

Healthcare Agent: Maria Nancy Mirarchi (814) 490-6584

POLST: Requires Decision Support

24/7 Decision Support: Dr. Mirarchi (814) 490-6584

Validated by Scan my video message:
Password: 911

Issued: 08/29/2016
Expires: 08/28/2026



“ Making sure your healthcare  
wishes and choices are RECOGNIZED,  
RESPECTED and done RIGHT for you”

CONTACT US TODAY

Laura Landro, Wall Street Journal

“ A continuing series of studies known as TRIAD, for The  
Realistic Interpretation of Advance Directives, concludes that 
there is confusion among doctors about living wills and DNR 
orders, which could lead to limiting or delaying lifesaving  
treatment in cases that aren’t terminal or where there is hope 
for survival with a good quality of life.”

Interview with Laura Landro, Associate Editor, Wall Street Journal

“ Though few living wills contain DNR orders, doctors may mis-
takenly assume that a living will is the same as a DNR. And 
when a patient has signed a DNR order, doctors may assume 
that means not to provide treatment at all, according to Dr. 
Ferdinando Mirarchi, lead investigator of the TRIAD studies.”

Jane E. Brody, New York Times

“ Millions of Americans have living wills that they think provide 
clear instructions to medical personnel about what should 
and should not be done if their lives hang in the balance and 
they cannot speak for themselves. Yet in case after case, study 
after study, it seems that these documents fail to result in the 
desired end among patients in hospitals and nursing homes.”

Interview with Jane E. Brody, New York Times

“ A living will does not necessarily say, ‘Do not treat me if I  
have a critical illness.’ This is a major misconception,”  
said Dr. Ferdinando Mirarchi.

Dr. Mirarchi, Featured by National Patient Safety Foundation.

“ The TRIAD series of studies disclosed that this new patient 
safety risk exists on a nationwide scale. The risk stems from 
variable understanding and misinterpretation of living wills, 
DNR orders, and POLST-like documents, which then trans-
lates into overtreatment or under-treatment, both of which 
are medical errors.”

WE ARE YOUR 

EMERGENCY 

HEALTHCARE

ADVOCATEREAL LIFE EXAMPLE 
OF POTENTIAL RISK:
Joe is a 59-year-old male who is in a Rehab  
Hospital after having his hip replaced. He develops 
chest pain and is cold and clammy. He is sent to an 
emergency room with a copy of his living will. Joe’s 
heart becomes very erratic and he goes unconscious 
with a Full Blown Cardiac Arrest! Saving his life will 
require immediately shocking his heart. The ER nurse 
pulls his living will from the records. She screams  
out frantically & loudly, “WAIT, He has a Living Will!“ 
What happens next is a life or death decision that 
must be made within seconds. 

Does Joe get the highly effective treatment to  
save his life and live or does he not get this simple 
and life saving treatment and die? Which treatment 
is right for Joe?

What did Joe agree to as far as types of care  
when he signed his Living Will? Do we really think  
an impersonal piece of paper accurately describes  
what Joe would agree to and when?

Now the same situation occurs again with Joe. 
“But this Time” Joe has a Video Resuscitation 
Safety Statement and carries a MIDEOTM 
Resuscitation Card. Now “His” wishes are clear 
and there is no room for misinterpretation of 
documents to occur.
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